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PREFACE

This book has been especially written for First Semester B.Com  students
of all Universities in Telangana State. The language of the book is simple and
the coverage of various unit is exhaustive with examples. This work is
prepared as a basic material for the learners to know fully about business
organisation and forms of organizations. We have tried to make the book very
useful for the students but still we will thankfully solicit and incorporate the
suggestions of our readers.

This title “Business Organisation” provides them an opportunity to develop
the skills necessary to meet the challenges.

This is an attempt to provide the students with thorough understanding of
business organisation concepts. In writing this book we have benefited
immensely from the studies of a number of books and the articles written by
scholars spread over diversely.

We are sure this book will prove to be useful to students and teachers alike.
The book would not have seen the light but for the grace of God and the
blessings and support of our family members and friends.

We offer our gratitude to Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., who is
leader in Commerce and Management publications. Our sincere regards to Mr.
Niraj Pandey and Mr. Vijay Pandey for interest shown and for the best effort
put forth by the matter of publication of this book.

Finally, we express our sincere thank to SPS, Bengaluru, their excellent
computer typesetting work and the printing.

Any suggestions regarding improvement and errors, if any, will be
gratefully acknowledged.

 Bengaluru Authors
 July, 2017
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Introduction

The introduction of One Person Company (OPC) in the legal system is a move that would
encourage corporatization of micro businesses and entrepreneurship with a simpler legal regime so
that the small entrepreneur is not compelled to devote considerable time, energy and resources on
complex legal compliances. This will not only enable individual capabilities to contribute economic
growth, but also generate employment opportunities. One Person Company of sole proprietor and
company form of business has been provided with concessiona /relaxed requirements under the
Companies Act, 2013. With the implementation of the Companies Act, 2013, a single national person
can constitute a Company, under the One Person Company (OPC) concept.

Genesis and Global Development
One person companies are in existence in certain countries. In India, this concept has been

mooted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs by allowing One Person Companies in India in line
with UK, China, USA, Australia, Singapore, Qatar, Pakistan and several other countries. It is a right
thinking in right direction by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. One Person Companies have been in
existence in UK for several years now. China allowed formation of OPCs as recent as in 2005. A
few other countries have also given the legal status for OPCs. United Kingdom Historically, United
Kingdom is the first one, which paved the way to the one man company through a precedent set in
its famous case Saloman v. Saloman & Co. (1897) AC 22. Section 7 of the UK Companies Act,
2006 deals with method of forming company.

It provides that –

(1) A company is formed under this Act by one or more persons—

(a) subscribing their names to a memorandum of association (see section 8), and

(b) complying with the requirements of this Act as to registration (see sections 9 to 13).

(2) A company may not be so formed for an unlawful purpose.
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Origin of the Concept in India
The concept of OPC was mooted in the report of Dr. J.J. Irani Committee. The Irani

Committee briefly referred to OPC in its report. In Chapter III titled “Classification and Registration
of Companies” the Committee suggested multiple classification of companies as given hereunder.

This classification which included OPCs was:

(i) On the basis of size

(a) Small companies

(b) Other companies

(ii) On the basis of number of members:

(a) One person company

(b) Private companies

(c) Public companies

(iii) On the basis of control:

(a) Holding companies

(b) Subsidiary companies

(c) Associate companies

(iv) On the basis of liability:

(a) Limited (i) by shares; and (ii) by guarantee (with or without share capital)

(b) Unlimited

(v) On the basis of manner of access to capital:

(a) Listed companies

(b) Unlisted companies

The Committee expressed the view that the law should recognize the  potential for diversity in
the forms of companies and rather than seeking to regulate specific aspects of each form, seek to
provide for principles that enable economic inter action for wealth creation on the basis of clear and
widely accepted principles.

One Person Company
One person company is a new concept in India which has been introduced by the Companies

Act, 2013. In the old Companies Act, 1956, a minimum of two directors and shareholders were
required to form a private limited company. However, in case of a one person company, only one
person is required who can be a shareholder as well as the Director. Hence the name, One Person
Company.
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The concept opens up spectacular possibilities for sole proprietors and entrepreneurs who can
take the advantages of limited liability and corporatization but were held back in doing so because of
the requirements of finding a second director or second shareholder.

A Small Note on What is Meant by Limited Liability
The biggest difference between a sole proprietor and a One Person Company would be that in

case of a One Person Company, your liability in case the business fails, is limited to only the
business assets. In case of a proprietorship, the liability is unlimited and the creditors of your
business can even take hold of your home and personal assets like your house, personal bank
accounts, jewellery, etc. which can be used to settle the business liabilities.

Concepts Behind One Person Company
1. One shareholder

This is the fundamental concept of a One Person Company. In fact, One Person Company is
defined in the Companies Act as a Company which has only one member. A single shareholder holds
100 per cent shareholding.

The thing to be kept in mind is that the Company Incorporation Rules provide that only a
natural person who is a resident of India and also a citizen of India can form a one person
company. It means that other legal entities like companies or societies or other corporate entities
cannot form a one person company.

Further, it also means that Non-resident Indians or Foreign citizens cannot form a one person
company. Further, the rules also specify that a person can be a shareholder in only one person
company at any given time. It simply means an individual cannot have two different one person
companies in his name.

2. One Director

The other important point is that a One Person Company may have only one director. But at
the same time, there is no bar on more number of directors. However, as per the Act, the total
number of directors shall not be more than 15.
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As per the Companies Act, if nothing is mentioned in the incorporation document, it would be
assumed that the sole shareholder shall also be the sole director in the one person company and
which shall be practically the case in most One Person Companies incorporated.

3. Nominee

This is a very important concept where the person forming the One Person Company has to
nominate a Nominee with his written consent who, in the event of death or inability to contract of
the owner of the One Person Company, shall come forward and take over the reins of the one
person company.

Please note that the requirements of being a resident Indian and citizen of India also apply to
the nominee. Further, if the person so nominated becomes the member of such a One Person
Company and is already a member of another One Person Company, at the same time, by virtue of
rules, has to decide within 6 months which one person company he has to continue. One more
thing, the member can change the nominee at any point of time.

On the death of the sole member, the nominee shall be the person recognized by the company
as having title to all the shares of the member. Such nominee shall be entitled to the same dividends
and other rights and liabilities to which such sole member of the company was entitled or liable.

On becoming member, such nominee shall nominate any other person with the prior written
consent of such person who, shall in the event of the death of the member, become the member of
the company.

4. Taxation

Since nothing has been specified as such by the Finance Ministry, it is assumed that the rates
of taxation applicable for a private limited company shall apply to a One Person Company. Net
profits, which are calculated by deducting all allowable expenses from the turnover of sales, shall
be taxable at the rate of 30 percentage + education cess.

5. Freedom from Compliance

One Person Company also gets freedom from complying with many requirements as normally
applicable to other private limited companies. Certain sections like Sections 96 and 98 and Sections
100 to 111 are not applicable for a One Person Company. Some of these are mentioned below:

– No requirement to hold annual or extraordinary general meetings. Only the resolution
shall be communicated by the member of the company and entered in the minute’s book and
signed and dated by the member and such date shall be deemed to be the date of meeting.

– For the purposes of holding board meetings, in case of a OPC which has only one director, it
shall be sufficient compliance if all resolutions required to be passed by such a company at a
board meeting are entered in a minute book – signed and dated by the member and such date
shall be deemed to have the date of the board meeting for all the purposes under Companies
Act, 2013.
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– No requirement of preparing cash flow in the annual financial statements

– Annual returns can be signed by the Director himself instead of a Company Secretary.

6. Related Party Transactions

Where One Person Company enters into a contract with the sole owner of the company who
is also the director of the company, the company shall, unless the contract is in writing, ensure that
the terms of the contract or offer are contained in a memorandum are recorded in the minutes of
the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the company held next after entering into contract.

Further, the company shall inform the Registrar about every contract entered into by the
company and recorded in the minutes of the meeting of its Board of Directors under sub-section
(1) within a period of fifteen days of the date of approval by the Board.

This clause shall be very much in vogue since the business of the One Person Company may
use many assets of the owner and may pay compensation for that. Examples may be rent paid for
using property or machinery or furniture owned by the owner. It may pay interest on loans taken
from the owner. It may pay salaries to the owner. All these contracts are covered under the section.

7. Process of Incorporation

The process of incorporation of a one person company is a very simple one.

First, the sole shareholder shall get a Director Identification Number (DIN) as well as a digital
signature certificate.

Then he should apply for the name of the company.

After that, he should get the consent of the nominee in the prescribed forms.

Then he shall file the consent along with the final incorporation forms with the Memorandum
and Articles and other required documents.

After that, he shall receive the final incorporation certificate from the Registrar of Companies
Now, he can commence business under the name.
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Please note that that the words ‘‘One Person Company’’ shall be mentioned in brackets
below the name of such company, wherever its name is printed, affixed or engraved.

8. Conversion from one person company to private limited and vice versa

It is provided in the Act that when a One Person Company reaches a paid-up capital of ` 50
lakhs or more or when the average turnover of the company which is ` 2 crores or more for a
period of 3 years, then the company shall be converted into a private limited company after making
the necessary changes in the memorandum of association and articles of association and shall
comply with all the requirements of a private limited company.

Conversion of a private limited company into a one person company: A private limited
company which does not have a paid up capital of more than ` 50 lakhs or where the average
annual turnover for the past 3 years is less than ` 2 crores can convert itself into a One Person
Company and enjoy the benefits as such.

This is a concept that is expected to give big impetus to corporatization in the country. The
only care to be taken is that there should be no regulatory mess ups like the ones which hampered
the growth of Limited Liability Partnerships in this country. Otherwise, the rules framed so far with
respect to One Person Company have been very sensible.

*****
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Fundamental
Concepts

Syllabus

UNIT
1

Concepts of Business, Trade, Industry and Commerce – Classification – Relationship
between Trade. Industry and Commerce – Nature of Business – Objectives of Business
– Functions of Business-Social Responsibility of a business – Steps to Start an
Enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION

Human wants are unlimited and they are directly dependent on the socio-economic
environment of a country. The human wants are ever-increasing and the means to satisfy such
recurring wants are scarce.

The human activities are classified as: (i) Non-economic Activities and (ii) Economic Activities.

Non-Economic activities may be social, cultural and religious or recreational.  These activities
may be among the family members, friends or relatives. Non-economic activities are performed
with idealistic philosophy of attaching more importance to human values and less to money.

Economic Activities are backed by pragmatic philosophy of earning something out of them. All
economic activities are undertaken to derive monetary benefits, of whatsoever nature, are termed as
human occupations.

Economic Activities are can be classified into three broad categories:

Economic Activities

Business Profession Employment

A. Business: is an economic activity which is operated in order to provide goods and services to
the society with a profit motive.

B. Profession: means an occupation to render specialized or expert personal services to his
clients in return or fees.

C. Employment: means an economic activity under which an employed person undertakes to
offer regular services to his employer as per the terms and conditions of the services in return
for salaries/wages.

CONCEPTS OF BUSINESS

Old Concept of Business
In olden days, the term business was conceived as “the business of business is to do

business”. In the olden days, the sole and exclusive objective of business was profit maximization at
any cost and thereby amassing of wealth and economic power at the cost of social justice.
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Modern Concept of Business
The modern business enterprise is a social and economic institution. Business cannot be

carried out in a vacuum. Business is not an end but a valuable means to achieve an end, viz., public
safety and human welfare.

Business Systems
A systems is an organized or complex whole, a combination of things or parts forming a

complex or unitary whole.

The business systems is subsytem of the national economic systems. It is a combination of all
resources, institutions and organizations engaged directly or indirectly in production and distribution
of goods and services desired by consumers.

Definition of Business

According to R. Urwivk, “Business is profit can be more the main objective of a  business
than betting is the main of making profit and acquiring wealth through the satisfaction of
human wants”.

According to Louis E. and David L. Kurtz, “Business comprises all profit seeking activities
and enterprises that provide goods and services necessary to an economic system. It is the
economic system. It is the economic pulse of a nation, striving to increase society’s standard
of living. Profits are a primary mechanize for motivating these actives”.

According to F. C. Hooper, “Business means the whole of complex commerce and industry-
the basic industries and the network of ancillary industry, distribution, banking, insurance,
transportation and so on”.

Meaning of Business
Business refers to an economic system in which goods and services are exchanged for one

another or money, on the basis of their perceived worth. Every business requires some form of
investment and a sufficient number of customers to whom its output can be sold at profit on a
consistent basis.

Characteristics of Modern Concept of Business

1. Capture market demand
The market is looking like the first thing that new operators should only be undertaken by

business and services associated with the invention. It must be understood on the basis of people
with different needs and believe that there is no let any products or services to meet the needs a
complete and comprehensive to all consumers. So this is a golden opportunity for the channel and
the rookie of the need to capture the market demand of consumers who tend to change and so on.
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2. Do business smarter
The success of many business people simply did not have much experience about the business

before. Only do they have the view that intelligent and knows what business should be to compete.
By evaluating business basics of the easiest is to evaluate the potential of their business and market
goal is to consider subjective factors with human resource capital management, plus on the
strategic growth of the target market is to match the main competition to consumers. When the
factor analysis of the two combinations will know you that this business is attractive how to send
products and services.

3. Credibility
Reliability is important to help reduce the weaknesses in terms of lack of experience as well,

especially with its new face. Questions that are typically found on a regular basis when the network
is in front of customers? If you do not experience anything, then what is the help, I’ll suggest that
you can work to achieve the goals proposed. Many entrepreneurs, when first heard this question
like it will fall because no chair can answer questions that were shot out of the mouths of
customers. The solution of this problem is to build credibility in the framework of the company.

4. Live and rely on free resources
Because of that experience is not required dedication and thrifty savings mainly By studying

information and advice from experts in business, which offers free network model, such as in the
social world (Social Media), such as Twitter and bookmark phase. Often provide advice on doing
business for free. Not forgetting cost Baht Sometimes, it helps the business planning and help
distribute information in a matter of working with which offers assistance in the form of friendship
in a friend that cannot ratable In addition, the study of business information from different libraries
and to academic seminars at university, it is a way to help increase knowledge better alternative.

5. Usage and Internet
The business began in the early days know that capital is most valuable. So spending it is

important to exercise caution as many as simply a special savings sure enough. One of the ways to
reduce expenses as well is to use the Internet to benefit most Currently, information related to doing
business in the world can search online almost no way that a written business plan. Download
document And most importantly, the statistics are available on the Internet is a great number of free
If the companies hired to do the survey will cost which is very expensive. And not worth the
company opened new.

6. Use strengths to benefit
The most important tool of the entrepreneur to reduce the problems caused by lack of

business experience is the strength to fight. The operators will have to investigate yourself before
that strength in what they can to fight the competition on the market might be cheaper. Better
properties etc. and then developed a tool that is used as a weapon in the fight against opponents
often claimed in the features of the experience. The use of the business strengths to this battle will
have to use the skills of private operators rather on the management strategy to match the blank.
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NEEDS FOR BUSINESS

In today’s tough economy, companies are working harder than ever to grow their businesses
and control costs. To efficiently and effectively acquire, manage and grow the customers. From
prospecting new customers to expanding existing relationships, need to provide value-added
solutions that help the maximize revenue and reduce costs.

The needs for business concentrate on the following areas:

1. Prospecting
In today’s tough marketplace, businesses are working harder than ever to find new

customers. As time and money are always the most valuable assets. To accurately and efficiently
identify and reach the right customers for the business.

Prospecting includes the following facilities:

(i) Leverage robust, accurate and powerful consumer databases.

(ii) Identify and target best prospects.

(iii) Segment and profile prospects according to the criteria.

(iv) Select from a wide range of targeted consumer lists for direct mail campaigns.

(v) Quickly analyze data to uncover new markets.

(vi) Reduce costs associated with marketing campaigns.

2. Evaluating
Once it is identified the right prospects for the business, it needs to quickly close sales and

establish new customer accounts.

Evaluating includes the following facilities:

i) Quickly assess risk and fraud potential.

ii) Leverage state-of-the-art, point-of-sale decision tools.
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iii) Qualify and approve new accounts online.

iv) Immediately authenticate applicants’ identities.

v) Conduct required due diligence and comply with government regulations.

vi) Automate risk assessment, account approval and qualification processes.

3. Managing
It constantly changing market conditions and new regulations, it needs to constantly monitor

and review the customers. By analyzing customer information and payment history, it can identify
and act on opportunities to minimize the risk.

Managing includes the following facilities:

i) Review and manage the customer portfolio.

ii) Develop and apply off-the-shelf and custom tools to evaluate accounts.

iii) Make real-time informed decisions.

iv) Detect and reduce costly occurrences of identity theft and fraud.

v) Ensure compliance with government screening regulations.

vi) Priorities collection efforts and use tracing tools to locate debtors.

vii) Identify unprofitable accounts.

4. Growing
Loyal customers typically buy more than new customers. In this highly competitive climate, it

has never been more important to keep good customers satisfied. Identify and reward the best
customers with special promotional offers, increased credit limits or value-added products and
services.

Growing includes the following facilities:

i) Identify, target and reach the best customers.

ii) Segment and profile customers to better understand buying habits and preferences.

iii) Develop targeted marketing campaigns.

iv) Analyze your customer portfolio to uncover additional sales opportunities.

v) Make immediate offers to existing customers when they are ready to buy.

vi) Deliver faster, better decisions that enhance customer service.

vii) Review market analyses to identify purchasing trends.

viii) Increase return on the marketing investment.
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TRADE

Trade refers to the act of buying and selling of good. It is the means by which goods are
exchanged between the producers and the consumers. Trade eliminates the hindrances of person.
Classification of trade:

Trade is classified as follows:

i) Home trade

ii) Foreign trade

(i) Home Trade

When the trade takes place within the boundaries of a country it is called internal trade. It is
divided into two types:

a) Wholesale Trade: Buying and selling of goods in relatively larger quantities is called wholesale
trade. A person who is involved in wholesale trade is called wholesaler.

b) Retail Trade: Buying and selling of goods in relatively smaller quantities is called retail trade. A
person engaged in retail trade is called a retailer.

(ii) Foreign Trade

Trade beyond and across the boundaries of a country is called foreign trade. It is also known
as external trade or international trade.

Foreign trade is of three types:

a) Import Trade: When a country buys goods from another country, it is called import trade. For
example, India purchases machinery from the Japan. This is an import trade for India.

Trade

Home Trade Foreign Trade

Wholesale Trade Retail Trade

Import Trade Export Trade  Entreport Trade
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b) Export Trade: When a country sells goods to another country, it is called ‘Export Trade’. For
example, India sells tea to U.S.A. For India, sale of tea is an export trade.

c) Enter Pot Trade: When goods are imported from one country for the purpose of re-exporting
them to another country, it is called enter pot trade or re-export trade.

Advantages of Trade
i) Leads to an increase in international ties.

ii) Leads to specialization among countries, and thus improve efficiency in production which in
turn is the mother of the need for technology innovation.

iii) Increase standard of living among trading nations.

Disadvantages of Trade
i) Mass production leads to mass pollution.

ii) Leads to a possible economical imperialism.

iii) Deficit in Balance of Payment leads to international debt.

AIDS TO TRADE

Aids to trade includes Transport, Communication, Warehousing, Banking, Insurance,
Advertising, Salesmanship, Mercantile agents, Trade promotion organizations in a country and
Global organizations for international trade. Auxiliaries ensure smooth flow of goods from
producers to the consumers.

Various Aids to Trade in Commerce
The various aids to trade in commerce are explained in following points:

1. Transport

In the modern times there is a vast distance between centers of production and centers of
consumption. This difficulty is removed by an important aid to trade known as transport. Transport
creates place utility. There are several kinds of transport such as air, water and land transport. The
geographical distance between producers and consumers is removed with the help of transport.
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2. Communication

Communication means transmitting or exchange of information from one person to another. It
can be oral or in writing. It is necessary to communicate information from one to another to finalize
and settle the terms of sales such as prices of goods, discount allowed, facility of credit, etc.

Modern means of communication like telephone, telex, telegraph, email, teleconference, etc.,
plays an important role in establishing contact between businessman, producers and consumers.

3. Warehousing

There is a time gap between production and consumption. In other words, goods, which are
produced at one time, are not consumed at the same time. Hence, it becomes necessary to make
arrangements for storage or warehousing. Agricultural commodities like wheat and rice are seasonal
in nature but are consumed throughout the year, on the other hand goods such as umbrellas and
woolen clothes are produced throughout the year but are demanded only during particular seasons.
Therefore goods need to be stored in warehouses till they are demanded. So it creates time utility by
supplying the goods at right time to consumer.

4. Insurance

Insurance reduces the problem of risks. Business is subject to risks and uncertainties. These
are inevitable in the field of business. Risks may be due to fire, theft, accident or any other natural
calamity. Insurance companies who act as risk bearer cover risks. Insurance tries to reduce risks
by spreading them out over a greater number of people. The rate of premium depends upon the
type of risks and the period for which the risk is covered.
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5. Banking

Banking solves the problem of finance. Businessmen receive money and also pay money in
large amounts. It is risky to carry large amount of cash from one place to another. Here comes
Banking as a solution. Banking and financial institutions solves the problem of payment and facilitate
exchange between buyer and seller. The businessmen may also require short-term and long-term
funds. Banks provide such finance to businessmen. Banks also advances loans in the form of
overdraft, cash credit and discounting of bills of exchange.

6. Advertising

Advertising fills the knowledge gap and it solves the difficulty of information. Exchange of
goods and services possible only if producers can bring the products to the consumers. Advertising
and publicity are important medias of mass communication. Advertising helps the consumers to
know about the various brands manufactured by several manufacturers. The Medias used to
advertise products are Radio, Newspapers, Magazines, TV, Internet etc.

7. Salesmanship

It facilitates personal selling. Many a times sales force is required to book orders directly from
dealers or customers. Salesmanship is very much required in the sales of services and industrial
goods. Again the sales force plays an important role in direct marketing, especially in the case of
selling insurance policies

8. Mercantile Agents

It removes personal difficulties. Mercantile agents are middlemen who form a link between the
buyers and the sellers. They do not carry on business in their own name. In the process of
distribution, producers and consumers are unable to have direct contact, as consumers are spread
over a vast area. Mercantile agents remove this difficulty of personal contact.There are several
types of mercantile agents such as brokers, commission agents, auctioneers, underwriters, insurers
etc.

9. Trade Promotion Organizations in a Country

They attend to difficulties of promotion and development of trade at national level. These are
the organizations established by the business community to protect and promote their interest. They
play promotional and developmental role for members. They do market research work, act as
clearing house of information, put their grievances before the government, make representations,
and help business community in many ways.

The examples include Chambers of Commerce, Export Promotion Councils, Indian Institute of
Packaging etc.

10. Global Organizations for International Trade

They attend to promotion and development of trade at international level. The main objective
of global organizations is to promote International trade. It helps exporters and importer by
collecting information about international marketing trends.
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INDUSTRY

Industry means a group of factories engaged in the production of a particular product line.
Example all the sugar factories which produce sugar are collectively called sugar industry. Similarly
steel factories together constitute steel industry.

Meaning of Industry
Industry refers to the process of production of tangible goods for final consumption or further

use, through utilization of natural resources. It includes activities such as extraction, production,
processing, forestry, construction and fabrication of products.

Definition of Industry

As per Section 2(j) of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 “Industry” means any systematic activity
carried on by co-operation between an employer and his workmen (whether such workmen are
employed by such employer directly or by or through any agency, including a contractor) for
the production, supply or distribution of goods or services with a view to satisfy human wants
or wishes”.

CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRY

Industry can be classified into four categories such as:

1. Primary Industry
Primary industry is an industry involved in the extraction and collection of natural resources,

such as copper and timber, as well as by activities such as farming and fishing. A company in a

Types of Industry

Primary Industry Secondary Industry

Quaternary Industry

Tertiary Industry

Extractive Industry

Genetic Industry

Manufacturing Industry

Construction Industry

 Insurance    Banking   Transport
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primary industry can also be involved in turning natural resources into products. Primary Industry
may be either extractive or genetic where nature plays a more important role than man.

Primary Industry in India
The Primary sector of the economy is the change of natural resources into primary products.

Most products from this sector provide raw materials for other industries. The share of primary
sector has decreased from the past four decades. In 1970 the share of the sector was 50% which
has reduced to 29% in 1995 and is now further reduced to 25%.  Major businesses in this sector
are agriculture, agribusiness, fishing, forestry, all mining and quarrying industries.

(i) Agriculture

 Agriculture in India is the major sector of its economy. Almost two-thirds of the total work-
force earns their livelihood though farming and other allied sectors like forestry, logging and fishing
which account 18% of the GDP. These sectors provide employment to 60% of the country’s total
population. About 43% of the country’s total geographical area is used for agricultural purposes.
After independence additional areas were brought under cultivation and new methods, practices and
techniques of irrigation and farming were introduced by the government. The “Green Revolution”
and “Operation Flood” in the country have made India self sufficient in producing food grains and
milk. Among other things, the government also tried to decrease the dependence on monsoons.
Better seeds, use of fertilizer, education of farmers and provision of agricultural credit and subsidies
are reasons for increase in agricultural productivity.

Agriculture in India is the responsibility of the states rather than the central government. The
central government formulates policy and provides financial assistance to the states. States like
Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and West Bengal are major
producers of food grains in India. Himachal Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir are famous for fruit
production. Tea is produced in the high altitudes of Assam, Darjeeling in West Bengal, Tripura, and
Ooty in Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh and Kerala. Kerala is also the largest producer of natural
rubber and spices in India. Rajasthan is among the major producers of edible oils in India and
second largest producer of oil seeds. Production of non-conventional items like moong (a type of
lentil), soyabeans and peanuts are gradually gaining importance.

(ii) Fishing

 Fish breeding has increased almost five times since India got independence and is a prime
industry in coastal regions. The economic zone of India runs up to Indian ocean (370 Km) covering
an area more than 2 million square kilometers. Approximately 4.5 million ton catches are expected
from that area. India has about 14000 Km2 brackish water for aquaculture, out of which 600 Km2
were being farmed in early 1990s; about 16,000 Km2 of freshwater lakes, ponds and swamps; and
nearly 64,000 kilometers of rivers and streams.
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(iii) Mining

 Mining is the term used for the extraction of useful material from the treatment of ore, vein
or coal seam. Materials obtained from extraction may be base metals, precious metals, iron,
uranium, coal, diamonds, limestone, oil shale, rock salt and potash. Any material obtained from
agriculture or cultured in laboratory requires to be mined.

Classifications of Primary Industry
a) Extractive Industry

Extractive industry is any processes that involve the extraction of raw materials from the earth
to be used by consumers. The extractive industry consists of any operations that remove metals,
mineral and aggregates from the earth. Examples of extractive processes include oil and gas
extraction, mining, dredging and quarrying. This is a primary industry engaged in the discovery and
extraction of natural resources like minerals, animal’s and forests. Mining, farming, fishing etc. are
the examples of extractive industry.

b) Genetic Industry

Genetic industry is a primary industry which is engaged in reproducing and multiplying certain
species of plants and animals, animal husbandry, nurseries and cultivation of forests are some
examples of genetic industries.

Genetic Industries are such industries in which certain species of plants and animals are
multiplied and reproduced for the purpose of creating wealth. Examples of genetic industries are
nurseries where plants are grown for the sale; poultry farm where birds are raised for meat and
eggs; animal husbandry where cattle are raised for milk and leather, and sheep’s for meat and wool;
pisci-culture for growing fish in ponds, canals and rivers; orchard to harvest different kinds of
fruits; commercial kernels; and agriculture or farming for growing crops. Such industries depend
on the nature but require greater application of human skill.

2. Secondary Industry
Secondary industry refers to the industry that converts the raw materials provided by primary

industry into commodities and products for the consumer; manufacturing industry. Secondary
industries are: when raw materials is taken and are changed or processed into some type of new
product or resource. Examples of secondary industry jobs are carpenters, bakers, builders, car
manufacturers and sewing machinists.

Secondary industry in India

The secondary sector of the economy includes those economic sectors that create a finished
usable product and hence depend on primary sector industries for the raw materials. This sector
includes Mining, manufacturing and construction. The secondary sector contributes 24% of the
share in Indian economy.
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(i) Industry

 India’s industrial sector accounts for 27.6% of the GDP and gives employment to 17% of the
total workforce. Though agriculture is the foremost occupation of the majority of the people, the
government had always laid stress on the industrial development of the country. Thus policies and
strategies were framed to give a boost to India’s industry. The government aims at achieving self-
sufficiency in production and protection from foreign competition. Since independence, India is
marching ahead to become a diverse industrial base.

Today India holds some key industries in the sectors like steel, engineering and machine tools,
electronics, petrochemicals, textiles and software. Importance has also been give to improve the
infrastructure of the country. The government has liberalized its industrial policy thereby attracting
huge foreign direct investment. If on one hand several multinational companies opened their offices
in India, on the other hand many Indian companies started their operations in foreign countries.

(ii) Construction

 The process of building or assembling of infrastructure is known as a term commonly used
in architecture and civil engineering- “construction”. Construction job is all about multitasking and
needs the services from project manager, construction manager, design engineer, construction
engineer and project architect.

Classifications of Secondary Industry

(a) Manufacturing Industry
Manufacturing industry refers to those industries which involve in the manufacturing and

processing of items and indulge in either creation of new commodities or in value addition. The
manufacturing industry accounts for a significant share of the industrial sector in developed
countries. The final products can either serves as a finished good for sale to customers or as
intermediate goods used in the production process.

Evolution of the manufacturing industry:

Manufacturing industries came into being with the occurrence of technological and socio-
economic transformations in the Western countries in the 18th-19th century. This was widely
known as industrial revolution. It began in Britain and replaced the labor intensive textile production
with mechanization and use of fuels.

Working of manufacturing industry

Manufacturing industries are the chief wealth producing sectors of an economy. These
industries use various technologies and methods widely known as manufacturing process
management. Manufacturing industries are broadly categorized into engineering industries,
construction industries, electronics industries, chemical industries, energy industries, textile
industries, food and beverage industries, metalworking industries, plastic industries, transport and
telecommunication industries.
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Manufacturing industries are important for an economy as they employ a huge share of the
labor force and produce materials required by sectors of strategic importance such as national
infrastructure and defense. However, not all manufacturing industries are beneficial to the nation as
some of them generate negative externalities with huge social costs. The cost of letting such
industries flourish may even exceed the benefits generated by them.

World Manufacturing Industry

Owing to the emerging technologies worldwide, the world manufacturing industry has geared
up and has incorporated several new technologies within it’s purview. Economists consider the
World manufacturing industry as a sector which generates a lot of wealth. Generating employment,
introducing latest techniques, real earnings from shipments etc., have put the world manufacturing
industry in a favorable position.

These activities concerning conversion of materials into finished goods are manufacturing
industries. They create from utilizing to the products of extractive industries. Cement industry, iron
and steel industry and sugar industry are some examples of manufacturing industries.

(b) Construction Industry
Construction Industry is one of the most booming industries in the whole world. This industry

is mainly an urban based one which is concerned with preparation as well as construction of real
estate properties. The repairing of any existing building or making certain alterations in the same
also comes under Construction Industry. This industry can be categorized into three basic
categories namely:

i) Construction involving heavy and civil engineering: The construction of large projects such
as bridge, road etc. comes under this category.

ii) General construction: The construction works that involve building of real estate ones such
as residential or commercial real estate assets etc.

iii) Construction projects involving specialty trades: Construction works that involve building up
of specialized items namely, electric related works, works on woods etc.

It is generally being observed in the all round the globe in the construction industry that the
contractor individual or organization involved in the construction process specializes in any one of
the above mentioned categories. A contractor who is involved in building real estate does not
generally go for specialized trade or heavy engineering works. The same is also true for other kind
of contractors. Construction Industry is a booming industry and remains so with the continuation
of the development process especially in the developing countries. With the process of
development, the migration of people takes place from the rural to urban areas. This phenomenon is
most significantly observed in the “Asian Tiger” countries, China and India. Thus, the Construction
Industry is also on a rise in such countries.
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These are industries engaged in the construction of buildings, bridges, dams, roads, railway
lines etc. These industries make use of products of manufacturing and extractive industries.
Example: cement, iron, steel, wood etc.

3. Tertiary Industry
Tertiary industry refers to the segment of the economy that provides services to its

consumers. This includes a wide range of businesses including financial institutions, schools,
transports and restaurants. The tertiary industry is split into two main categories. The first is made
up of companies that are in the business of making money, such as those in the financial industry.
The second comprises the non-profit segment, which includes services such as state education. 

The tertiary sector of industry involves the provision of services to other businesses as well as
final consumers. Services may involve the transport, distribution and sale of goods from producer
to a consumer, as may happen in wholesaling and retailing, or may involve the provision of a
service, such as in pest control or entertainment. The goods may be transformed in the process of
providing the service, as happens in the restaurant industry. However, the focus is on people
interacting with people and serving the customer rather than transforming physical goods.

For the last 100 years, there has been a substantial shift from the primary and secondary
sectors to the tertiary sector in industrialized countries. This shift is called tertiarisation. The tertiary
sector is now the largest sector of the economy in the Western world, and is also the fastest-
growing sector.

Tertiary Sector of Indian Economy
The Tertiary sector includes service industry and it holds the highest importance among all

sectors. The tertiary sector of economy involves the provision of services to business as well as
final consumers. Services may involve the transport, distribution and sale of goods from producer
to consumers as may happen in wholesaling and retailing, or may involve the provision of a service,
such as in pest control or entertainment. The tertiary sectors account for 51% of the GDP. The
higher the productivity in primary and secondary sector and lower the employment in these sectors,
the better it is. People need more and more services for leading qualitatively better lifestyle. They
need more means of transport, more communication and educational facilities, more training, more
medical facilities, entertainment, technical facilities, banking facilities etc. Tertiary sector depends
on scientific research and innovative developments to increases productivity and it provides
engineering and construction consultancy support services for all projects in all sectors. Developed
countries employ more than 80% the services sector.

India is the fifteenth largest country in the world in terms of services’ output. This sector
provides employment to 23% of the workforce and is the fastest growing sector, with a growth
rate of 7.5% in 1991–2000 up from 4.5% in 1951–80. It has the largest share in the GDP,
accounting for 53.8% in 2005 up from 15% in 1950. Business services like information technology,
information technology enabled services, business process outsourcing contribute to one third of
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the total output of services in 2000. The growth in the IT sector is due to the availability of a large
pool of low cost and highly skilled, educated and fluent English-speaking people. Foreign clients
have also expressed their interest in outsourcing much of their operations to India Excellent
infrastructure in the service sector and the lowest communication cost has helped India to be a
dominant player in these sectors.

The tertiary sectors may include:
i) Insurance

ii) Banking

iii) Transport

i) Insurance Industry
India insurance is a flourishing industry, with several national and international players

competing and growing at rapid rates. Thanks to reforms and the easing of policy regulations, the
Indian insurance sector been allowed to flourish, and as Indians become more familiar with
different insurance products, this growth can only increase, with the period from 2010 - 2015
projected to be the ‘Golden Age’ for the Indian insurance industry.

India Insurance Policies at a Glance

Indian insurance companies offer a comprehensive range of insurance plans, a range that is
growing as the economy matures and the wealth of the middle classes increases. The most
common types include: term life policies, endowment policies, joint life policies, whole life policies,
loan cover term assurance policies, unit-linked insurance plans, group insurance policies, pension
plans, and annuities. General insurance plans are also available to cover motor insurance, home
insurance, travel insurance and health insurance.

Due to the growing demand for insurance, more and more insurance companies are now
emerging in the Indian insurance sector. With the opening up of the economy, several international
leaders in the insurance sector are trying to venture into the India insurance industry.

ii) Banking Industry
The Banking Industry was once a simple and reliable business that took deposits from

investors at a lower interest rate and loaned it out to borrowers at a higher rate.

However deregulation and technology led to a revolution in the Banking Industry that saw it
transformed. Banks have become global industrial powerhouses that have created ever more
complex products that use risk and securitization in models that only PhD students can understand.
Through technology development, banking services have become available 24 hours a day, 365
days a week, through ATMs, at online banking, and in electronically enabled exchanges where
everything from stocks to currency futures contracts can be traded.
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The Banking Industry at its core provides access to credit. In the lenders case, this includes
access to their own savings and investments, and interest payments on those amounts. In the case
of borrowers, it includes access to loans for the creditworthy, at a competitive interest rate.

Banking services include transactional services, such as verification of account details,
account balance details and the transfer of funds, as well as advisory services that help individuals
and institutions to properly plan and manage their finances. Online banking channels have become
key in the last 10 years.

The collapse of the Banking Industry in the Financial Crisis, however, means that some of the
more extreme risk-taking and complex securitization activities that banks increasingly engaged in
since 2000 will be limited and carefully watched, to ensure that there is not another banking system
meltdown in the future.  Mortgage banking has been encompassing for the publicity or promotion
of the various mortgage loans to investors as well as individuals in the mortgage business. Online
banking services have developed the banking practices easier worldwide. Banking in the small
business sector plays an important role. Find various banking services available for small
businesses.

iii) Transport Industry
India’s logistics market is all set to experience a period of explosive organic growth, judging

by independent market analyst Data monitor’s latest research. The Data monitor report, “India
Logistics Outlook 2007-2008” predicts high double-digit growth rates for both outsourced and
contract logistics in India. With India’s gross domestic profit (GDP) growing at over 9% per year
and the manufacturing sector enjoying double digit growth rates, the Indian logistics industry is at
an inflection point, and is expected to reach a market size of over $125 billion in year 2010.Strong
growth enablers exist in India today in the form of over $300 billion worth of infrastructure
investments, phased introduction of value-added-tax (VAT), and development of organized retail and
agri-processing industries. In addition, strong foreign direct investment inflows (FDI) in
automotive, capital goods, electronics, retail, and telecom will lead to increased market opportunities
for providers of logistics services in India.

4. Quaternary Industry
The quaternary sector of the economy is a way to describe a knowledge-based part of the

economy which typically includes services such as information generation and sharing, information
technology, consultation, education, research and development, financial planning, and other
knowledge-based services.

The term has been used to describe media, culture, and government. The term is a further
delineation of the three-sector hypothesis of industry in the sense that the quaternary sector refers
to a part of the third or tertiary sector along with the quandary economic sector. It has been argued
that intellectual services are distinct enough to warrant a separate sector and not be considered
merely as a part of the tertiary sector. This sector evolves in well developed countries and requires
a highly educated workforce.
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